
Escape the errors of legacy macro systems and enter the streamlined future 
with PS Form Messages, a fleet-friendly tool for easily sending forms that keep 
your drivers and dispatch  connected. 

PS Form Messages gives you the power to customize 
your fleet’s forms to fit your needs, connecting you 
with the data you need to improve your operations 
and save time every day.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE FORMS 
Job data is automatically prepopulated in form fields via 
PS Workflow, significantly reducing the time drivers need 
to complete tasks while giving back-office staff peace of 
mind knowing the information they receive is accurate.

REAL-TIME DRIVER DATA

Reduce back-and-forth communications between 
drivers and dispatch by building forms that only 
collect the information needed for each job.

STREAMLINE COMMUNICATION
PS Form Messages’ intuitive interface helps drivers 
quickly enter data into the necessary fields so they 
can move to the next task.

EASY-TO-USE INTERFACE

Track all your shipment-specific forms in one place 
through PS Form Messages’ integration with PS 
Workflow, which delivers all your fleet’s documents 
to your dashboard.

PS WORKFLOW INTEGRATION

Customize Your Fleet’s Forms with 
PS Form Messages

FORM MESSAGES
PLATFORM SCIENCE

Connect with us to see PS Form Messages in action and learn how we help you fleet stay 
safe and efficient on the road ahead.
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Feature Spotlight
PS FORM MESSAGES

Build highly configurable, data-driven forms that enable 
you to automatically capture job information and 
support your fleet’s daily activities.

VISUAL FORM BUILDER

Form Messages shares data your TMS can understand 
and sync via our platform and customizable APIs, so 
you can upgrade your communications without 
upgrading your systems.

INTEGRATE WITH YOUR TMS

Give drivers and administrators easy access to their form 
histories and previous responses so they don’t have to 
dig through paperwork or emails to find what they need.

FORM HISTORY
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